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boldness & beauty

a brave and confident way of behaving and acting in landscape projects, that lead to 
intelligent and elegant results

both the process that proceeded the project, as well as the project itself and its future,
determined the choice of the projects



LOCATION: Antwerp
PERIOD: 2012 > 2019
CLIENT: AG Stadsplanning Antwerpen
PROJECTTEAM: BUUR - HOSPER i.c.w. ARA
STATUS: competition winner - realised
SURFACE: 15 ha

‘Lapwing in the green’ is built around three basic pillars: 
identity, green and safety

The public space of ‘Kievitwijk’ serves as 
the internationally oriented entrance area 
of the central station, as an urban 
workplace and as green space for local 
residents. 



Where it was possible, trees have been 
planted. They cover the area in all seasons 

and gives it a defining character. In 
addition, raised ‘green cushions’, shape the 

space and, with informal green, provide 
seating areas where to lay safely. 





LOCATION: Ghent
PERIOD: 2022 
CLIENT: Vlaamse Provincies en de 
Gentse Floraliën
PROJECTTEAM: Kollektif 
landscape
STATUS: competition winner –
installation from 29/4 till 8/5/2022
PARTNERS:
Studio Landschap, Gardena

Kollektif transformed the ‘Kuipke’ into a mystical 
forest during the Ghent Floralies

Masterpiece ‘THE LAMB OF GOD’ as inspiration



500 young trees of different sizes are collected in the central square in a unique and enchanting 
composition. The design includes a nod to the Ghent Altarpiece of the famous brothers Van Eyck, 

with the sun as the central element, surrounded by various clusters of trees. 



The trees ‘break through’ the paved central square and illustrate the power of nature as a 
statement against the Flemish construction ‘goldrush’

After the Floralies, the trees will be given a second life as part of a forest expansion. 
Visitors can register as godmother/-father to follow the replanting. Designers and organizers 
hope to make the public aware of the value of forests and the need of forest expansion.



A green edge along the docks

LOCATION: Antwerp
PERIOD: 2021-2022 
CLIENT: AG VESPA & city of Antwerp
PROJECTTEAM: OMGEVING i.c.w. VK architects and engineers
STATUS: realised
CONTRACTOR: Aertssen Infra



Centrally in front of the hospital, the planting becomes a 
particularity in the form of the 5000 m² perennial garden 
(partly on top of an underground parking). It is a serene 
space for contemplation before or after a hospital visit.

The garden's planting 
design is based on the 
portrait of a child. It 
symbolises hope and 
life. 

This 'hidden portrait' is 
a nod to the mosaic (by 
Luc Tuymans) Dead 
Skull at the MAS



The perennial garden is partially located above the underground car park and the PT. 
The green roof serves as a buffer for rainwater falling on the underground building level. 
The excess rainwater thus collected is directed to six underground concrete wells, which 
can buffer up to 100 m³ of water. From these wells, the green roof will be irrigated during 
dry periods. The combination of perennials and wildflowers ensures high biodiversity and 

is therefore a strong link in the green structure of ‘Park Spoor Noord’ and ‘Eilandje’. 


